NOTES:
1.) Post size depends on fence height and wind loads.
2.) Panels also available for 6' on center post spacing
3.) Additional heights available on request. Some heights noted require a fourth rail.
4.) Fourth rail optional.

RING OPTION
- Held in place with upper and lower internal retaining rods to eliminate unsightly external fasteners.

INTERNAL RETAINING ROD
- Variable pitch connection system for ease of installation, high angle bias ability and elimination of unsightly external fasteners.

FORERUNNER™ RAIL
- "U"-Channel specially formed high strength architectural shape.

FORERUNNER™ Rail
- 1 1/4" FORERUNNER™ Rail

Bracket Options
- Post size varies with Height

Panel Bracket
- Specially designed two-point connection ensures fixity of rail ends for increased strength.

Base Material
- "No-Mar" Polyester Powder finish coat

Optional Wrap Around Bracket
- Values shown are nominal and not to be used for installation purposes. See product specification for installation requirements.